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TRANSPERTH — CARBON TAX 
Statement by Minister for Transport 

MR D.C. NALDER (Alfred Cove — Minister for Transport) [9.05 am]: I inform the house that from 
1 November, the carbon tax will be removed from all Transperth fares following the repeal of the carbon tax by 
the Abbott coalition government. I also take this opportunity to announce that a free day of travel will be offered 
on 3 November to compensate for fares already charged. 

Following the decision by the Gillard Labor government to impose a carbon tax on our community, public 
transport fares rose by 1.5 per cent, more than the consumer price index, to factor in the increased costs of 
providing services caused by the tax. A new fare schedule without this tax will take effect for Perth and regional 
towns from 1 November. The removal of the carbon tax will see the cost of some fares fall by 10c to 30c. 

Individual fare reductions will vary according to the number of zones travelled, how the fare was rounded to the 
nearest 10c and whether a concession was involved. This same principle is applied to the annual fare increase. 
When the CPI increment changes a fare by less than 5c, the increase will be held over. For example, standard 
price fares for two sections and between three and eight zones will drop by 10c. One-zone and two-zone standard 
price fares will remain the same, but nine-zone standard price fares will drop by 30c. That is good news for 
many commuters who use and enjoy our world-class public transport system on a daily basis. Even better news 
is the day of free travel for everyone, Western Australians and visitors alike. This day of free travel is the fairest 
way to reimburse the community for the period from the carbon tax repeal on 1 July and the fare change on 
1 November, because it will be applied fairly to the whole community. Despite the popularity of the SmartRider 
ticketing system, a significant number of Transperth customers are anonymous users who either buy a ticket with 
cash or use an unregistered SmartRider. 

The announcement of the removal of the carbon tax and a free day of travel is great news for public transport 
users in our state. Labor’s carbon tax was a hit on each and every Western Australian individual and group. This 
government has done its part to fairly remove this burden by reducing our public transport fares. I encourage 
everyone to leave their cars at home on Monday, 3 November and to use public transport—be it a train, bus or 
ferry. 
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